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On the Bahadur Representation of Sample Quantiles for 
Sequences of +-Mixing Random Variables* 
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The object of the present investigation is to show that the elegant asymptotic 
almost-sure representation of a sample quantile for independent and identically 
distributed random variables, established by Bahadur [l] holds for a stationary 
sequence of $-mixing random variables. Two different orders of the remainder 
term, under different b-mixing conditions, are obtained and used for proving 
two functional central limit theorems for sample quantiles. It is also shown that 
the law of iterated logarithm holds for quantiles in stationary &mixing processes. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
For sequences of independent and identically distributed random variables 
(iidrv), Bahadur [l] h as established an elegant asymptotic almost sure (a.s.) 
representation of the empirical distribution in a neighborhood of a population 
quantile. This enables one to express asymptotically (a.s.) a sample quantile as 
an average of iidrv’s, and leads to simpler proofs for the asymptotic normality, 
the law of iterated logarithm and other limiting properties of the sample 
quantile. For further developments and refinements on this line, we may refer 
to Kiefer [6,7], and Eicker [5], among others. 
The assumption of independence of the basic random variables has been 
relaxed to different extents in two earlier papers by Sen [II] and Dutta and 
Sen [4]. In the first paper, the results of Bahadur [l] are all extended to 
m-dependent stochastic processes, not necessarily stationary, where m is a non- 
negative integer. In the later paper, along with an asymptotic reduction of a 
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broad class of (multivariate) stationary autoregressive processes to appropriate 
mm-dependent processes [where m, = O(log n)], the results of Sen [ll] are 
extended to the m,-dependent case to establish the same results for these 
autoregressive processes. 
We may remark that both m-dependent and autoregressive processes belong 
to the general class of strong-mixing or $-mixing processes, see for example, 
Rosenblatt [9] and Billingsley [2], among others. This naturally leads one to 
investigate the same asymptotic a.s. representation of a sample quantile for a 
stationary sequence of +-mixing random variables, which constitutes the 
subject matter of the present paper. It is shown that under the usual $-mixing 
condition, Bahadur’s [l] asymptotic a.s. representation of sample quantiles 
holds, but with a slightly different order of the remainder term. Under a stronger 
$-mixing condition, a result completely analogous to Bahadur’s holds. 
For simplicity of presentation, we consider first the univariate model; the 
multivariate extensions are briefly sketched in Section 6. Section 2 deals with 
the preliminary notions. The main results are stated in Section 3. Section 4 
deals with certain basic lemmas on +-mixing Bemoullian random variables 
which are subsequently used in the proof of the main theorem in Section 5. 
In the last section, we consider along with the multivariate extensions, two 
functional central limit theorems, the law of iterated logarithm for sample 
quantiles and asymptotic normality for random sample sizes. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
Let {Xi ; -co < i < co} be a stationary sequence of $-mixing random 
variables defined on a probability space (Q, &, P). Thus, if &YE, and .A%‘:+~ be 
respectively the u-fields generated by (Xi ; i ,< K] and (Xi ; i > K + n>, and 
if El E A@, and Eg E A&n , then for all K(- cc < k < co) and n( al), 
I W, I Ed - WJ G d(n), d(n) 3 0, (2.1) 
where 1 > +(l) 2 $(2) 2 a.*, and lim,,, 4(n) = 0. The usual $-mixing 
condition pertaining to the applicability of the central limit theorem for sums of 
the X, is 
44 = Ii ww’” -=c aI* (2.2) 
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In later sections, in addition to (2.1), we may need either of the following two 
conditions: 
(a) for some K 3 1, g ~“Mw’” = 48 < a> (2.3) 
(b) for some t > 0, il et”C(4 < me (2.4) 
We denote the (marginal) distribution function (df) of X, by+), x E R, the 
real line (-00, co). For p : 0 < p < 1, it is assumed that F(x) is absolutely 
continuous in some neighborhood of its p-quantile [( =fp), and has a continuous 
density function f(x), such that 
0 <f(L!) -=c a. (2.5) 
In a sample (X1 ,..., X,) of size n, let X,,, < *.* < X,,, be the ordered random 
variables. We define the sample p-quantile as 
&a = xn*, where r = [nPl+ 1, W-9 
and [s] denotes the largest integer contained in s. Also, we define the empirical 
F,(x) = n-l i c(x - Xi), --co<x<oo, 
a=1 
where c(u) is 1 or 0 according as u is > or <O. Further, define 
v2 = vo $2 f Vh ; Vh = Jw(6 - Xl) c(( - -q+,)> - p2, h 3 0, 
h=l 
so that, by definition, 
where we note that 
v2 = In;fnm {n var[F&)l>, (2.9) 






and assume that 
o<o<co. (2.12) 
The main theorem of the paper relates to the asymptotic behavior of F,(x) in 
some neighborhood of x = 8 and of nllz(Z,, - 6). 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
For ,8 : 0 < /I < l/2, we define 
L(B) = {x : % - n-0 log n < x < 6 + n-6 log n}. (3.1) 
Then, we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under (2.2) and (2.5), as n -+ co, 
sup(l[F&) -F(x)] - [F,(e) - F(f)]1 : x ~1~(3/8)) = O(~Z-~/~ log n) a.s., (3.2) 
while under (2.3) and (2.5), as n + co, 
sup{([F,(x) -F(x)] - [Fn(t) -F(t)]/ : x E1,(1/2)} = O(r3i4 log n) a.s. (3.3) 
If, in addition to (2.5), f’(x) = (d/dx) f(x) is positive and bounded in some 
neighborhood of 5, then as n -+ to, 
I nlWG - 5)f (4) + [F,(5) - $]}I = O(n-8/Z log n) a.s., (3.4) 
where j3 = l/4 when (2.2) holds, and fl = 112 when (2.4) holds. Finally, under 
(2.2), (2.5) and (2.12), 
6e(n”2[2, - El/u) -+ X(0, 1). (3.5) 
We may remark that (3.3) and (3.4) with p = l/2 are completely analogous to 
the parallel results for iidrv’s by Bahadur [l], but they rest on assumptions 
more stringent than the usual +-mixing condition (2.2). On the other hand, 
under (2.2), we have a similar representation in (3.2) and (3.4), but with a 
slightly different order of the remainder term. A multivariate version of the 
theorem is considered in Section 6. We postpone the proof of the theorem to 
Section 5. 
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4. SOME LEMMAS ON $-MIXING BINOMIAL VARIABLES 
Let (Yi ; --03 < i < co} be a stationary sequence of $-mixing zero-one- 
valued random variables, such that (2.1) holds, and 
P{Y, = O} = 1 - P{Y$ = I} = 1 -pp; O<p<l. (4.1) 
Defining then 
s, = Y,+ **a+ Y,, n > 1, (4.2) 
we have the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Under (2.2), for every positive s, there exist a positive C,( <CO) 
and un n,,(s), such that fw n > n,,(s), 
P{S, > np + nsfs log n> < C,nb8. (4.3) 
Proof. By the Markov inequality, 
P{S, > np + n”’ log n} < ii0 ((exp[-hnp - hn5” log n]) E(e”s”)). (4.4) 
Let us now choose an integer K, = [~r/~] + 1, and write S, = SC) + e.* + S$‘, 
where 
So) = Yj + Yj+k n n + ‘*’ + Y f+my’k, > 1 <j<kK,, (4.5) 
and rnf’ is the largest positive integer for which j + mz’k, < n. We note that 
mz’ < rn:J < n3J4 - 1, for j = l,..., k, , and n > kn. (4.6) 
Then, by the well-known inequality between the arithmetic and geometric 
means of positive numbers, we have for every h > 0, 
E~~W4Jl = E ]exp (h j$ S?) 1 





Note that (2.2) and the monotonicity and positivity of d(n) imply that 
r&$(n) -b 0 as ?iA co, 
and, by (2.1), for every i, 
(4.8) 
wi+k, = 1 1 A!:,) < p + #,) = p + o(n-1’2). (4.9) 
Therefore, by direct evaluation, we obtain that for every h > 0, and j 3 1, 
E{exp(hk,Y,+j, n ) [ JZ!+(i-l)k~ m > 
= [p{yl+j, = 1 1 &flf(j-Qk, co HexpW,) - 11 + 11 
< (1 + [pn+ o(~-1~2)l[7-4W - ll>, (4.10) 
while E[exp(hk,Y,)] = [l + p(exp[hk,] - l)]. H ence, performing the conditional 
expectation first for exp(hk,Y,+, (l)& ) given A- l+(m’l’-l)kn, and then proceeding fi 
step by step backwards, we obtafn on” using (4.10) at each step, that for h > 0, 
E{exp(hk,S$))} < (1 + [p + o(n-1’2)][exp(hk,) - l]}““” 
< exp(n3/* log( 1 + [p + o(n-1/2)][exp(hk,) - 11). (4.11) 
Hence, from (4.4), (4.7) and (4.1 l), we obtain on choosing h = h, = ~n-~/s that 
P{S, > np + n5js log n} 
< exp(--spn3/6 - s log n + n3/* log(1 + [p + o(n-112)][exp(sn-3/8) - l])} 
= exp(--s log n + s2p(l - p)/2 + o(n-l/s)}, (4.12) 
and (4.3) readily follows from (4.12). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. For u positive t(<3/4) for which (2.4) holds, as n + CO, 
S, < np + (2t)-l n1i2 log n, with probability one. (4.13) 
Proof. Note that by virtue of the positivity of+(n) and (2.4), for some t > 0, 
exp(tn) $(n) -+ 0 as n + co. So that, if we select K, = [(2t)-l log n] + 1, we 
have 
C&J = o(exp[(-l/2) log n]) = o(n-1/2), as n-t co. (4.14) 
Thus, with this choice of K, , both (4.9) and (4.10) hold. Proceeding then as in 
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the proof of Lemma 4.1 and choosing h = h, = 2t/(n112p(l - p)), we obtain 
that for large n, 
P{S, > np + (2t)-l n1i2 log n} 
< exp{-2t(l - p)-l n1/2 - [ p(1 - p)]-l log 12 
+ W/log n) log[l + (p + o(n-l~z)(exp[(log n)/W”P(l - P))] - 1111 
= expi-(1 - t)(log 4/E PC1 - PII + o(l))- (4.15) 
Sincep(1 - p) < l/4 for allp E [0, l] and t < 3/4, the right-hand side of (4.15) 
can be bounded (for n > n,) by 
exp{--r log a>{1 + o(l)} = O(n+), Y > 1, (4.16) 
and hence, the lemma directly follows by using the Borel-Cantelli lemma on 
(4.16). 
Consider now a double sequence of Bernoullian random variables 
Uni = U,(XJ, i = l,..., n; P{ u,i = l} = 1 - P{ u,i = O} = p, , (4.17) 
where the basic random variables (Xi} are &mixing and satisfy (2.1), and 
0 <p, < 1. 
LEMMA 4.3. If 0 -=z inf,p, < sup,, p, < 1, then under (2.2), for mery 
positiwe s and C, thue exist a positive C,( < 00) and an n,,(s), such that for n > q,(s), 
P /n--l ,tl U,, - p, > Cn-3/8(log n)/ < Cp-*. (4.18) 
The proof follows exactly on the same line as in Lemma 4.1, and hence, is 
omitted. 
LEMMA 4.4. If Klr6/* log n < p, < K2n-3/* log n (Kl , K, > 0), and (2.2) 
holds, then for every positive s and C, there exist positive C, and n,,(s), such that for 
n 3 n,(s), 
P n-l 2 Uni - p, > Cr5J8 log n < C,r8, 
I I 
c, < 00. (4.19) 
i=l 
Proof. For simplicity, we let C = 1, and following the method of proof 
of Lemma 4.1, let 
% = [n5/16] + 1, so that rn:u < n11/16. (4.20) 
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Then, by (4.8) and the above choice of A,, +(k,) = ~(n-~/~) as n -+ co. Hence, 
both (4.9) and (4.10) hold with p + o(+/~) being replaced by p, + ~(n-~/s) = 
pn[l + o(l)]. Thus, proceeding as in (4.11) and (4.12), we obtain on choosing 
h = h, = s(np,)-l that 
P n-l i Uni - p, > r5/* log n 
I i=l 1 
< exp{- s - Sp;1n-3/s log fi 
+ f.Nls log(1 + [ p,( 1 + o(1))][exp(spn1n-11116) - l])} 
= exp{- s - sp;G~-~/* log n 
+ n11/16[s71-11/16 + s2n-11js( 1 - p,)/2p,] + o( 1)) 
= exp{- sp;L- 3/8 log n + s2n-1111s(l - p,)/2p, + o(l)} 
< exp{- s log n + +~2n-1/1s + o(l)}, (4.21) 
as K$s/s(log n)-l < p;;’ < K+z5/*(log n)-l. Consequently, (4.19) follows 
from (4.21). 
LEMMA 4.5. If (2.3) holds and 
K,r3i4 log n < p, < K2n-li2 log n (Kl , K, > 0), 
then for every positive s and C, there exist a positive C,( <m) and an n,,(s), such 
that for n 2 n,,(s), 





On choosing k, = [n1/4] + 1, the proof follows on the same line as in 
Lemma 4.4. 
5. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
To prove (3.2), we consider a set of real numbers 
rlrsn = 5 + m-s/8 log 71, for r = 0, fl,..., fb, ; 6, = [n1j4] + 1. (5.1) 
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Then, by the monotonicity of the empirical dfFn and of F, we have for all 
x E bh 9 %+1,ml 
Fnh,,) - %+wJ < Fn(4 - F(x) G Fn(rlr+l,la) - FhrA 
which leads to 
(5.2) 
sup{1 F,(x) - F(x) - F&Y + P I : x E W/8)} 
G +y&,, I Fnh,n) - Fh.n) - Fn(l) + P I 
(5.3) 
By (2.5) and the continuity off ( x in some neighborhood of 5, for n choosen ) 
adequately large, the second term on the right-hand side of (5.3) is O&s/s log n). 
So, it suffices to prove that the first term on the right-hand side of (5.3) is also 
O(n-61s log n), with probability one, as n -+ co. 
Now, for every ~(=l,..., b,), 
Fnh.n) -F,(S) = n--l gl vii?, (5.4) 
where U$) = c(rj,,, - Xi) - c([ - X,), i = l,..., n, are zero-one-valued 
random variables, for which 
Vt? = 11 = Fh,n) -F(t) = P,,, ; (5.5) 
Kin-5/8 log n < p,,, Q K2n-3/6 log n, O<K,,K,<a, (5.6) 
where Kl and K, depend on f (5). Hence, by (5.4)-(5.6) and Lemma 4.4, we 
obtain on choosing s = 2 that as n -+ oc), 
P{I F,h,,,) - %,J - F,(5) + P I > Cn-5/e log n> d C@, (5.7) 
for all r = 1 ,..., b, . The same inequality also holds for r = -A, ,..., -1. 
Hence, by the Bonferroni inequality 
P{ _b~$T&, 1 Fd%.J - F(77+.J -F,(4) + p 1 > Cn-5/8 log n) 
< C,2b,r2 = O(n-?14), (5.8) 
and the proof of (3.2) follows from (5.3), (5.8) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
The proof of (3.3) follows on the same line; in (5.1), we need to define 
7) 7,n = 5 + m-3/Q log n, Y = 0, + I,..., &b, , and for (5.4), we use Lemma 4.5. 
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To prove (3.4), first under (2.2), we note that 
P{Z, -=c E - n-3/* log n> 
= P{r or more of the X,(1 < i < n) are < 4 - n-“‘* log n) 
= P 
I 




n-l i C(C$ - r3/* log n - Xi) - F(f - n-s/s 1 
i=l 
08 n)] 
b r/n - F(t - n-3/8 log n) , 
I (5.9) 
where by (2.5) and (2.6), as n + co, 
r/n - F(f - n-3/8 log n) =f(t) n-“i* log n[l + o(l)]. (5.10) 
Consequently, by (5.9), (5.10) and Lemma 4.3, where we let C =f([), 
Z, > 5 - r3j8 log n as., as n+ co. (5.11) 
In a similar way, it follows that 
Z, < .f + n-3/8 log n a.s., as n+ 00. (5.12) 
By (3.2), (5.11), (5.12) and th e assumed condition on f’(z), (3.4) follows for 
/3 = l/4 when (2.2) holds. When (2.4) holds, proceeding as in (5.9)-(5.12), but 
using Lemma 4.2, it follows that as n + CO, 
1 Z, - f 1 < n-ljz log n a.s., (5.13) 
and hence, (3.4) for /3 = l/2 follows from (3.3), (5.13) and the assumed condition 
on f’(x). 
Finally, by (3.2), (5.11) and (5.12), as n --+ CO, 
nl’“[Fn(Zn) - F(Z,)] L-J nl’“[F,(f) - p]. (5.14) 
Since F,(f) = n-l CyEl c(t - Xi) involves an average over +mixing random 
variables and v2, defined by (2.8)-(2.9), is positive and finite, by the usual central 
limit theorem for +mixing variables (viz., [2, p. 174]), under (2.2), 
9W2[F,(t) - PI/v) - JIO, 1) as n-t 00. (5.15) 
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On the other hand, on noting that F,(Z,) = r/n = p + O(n-l), we obtain that 
asn-tco, 
nlla[F,(Zn) - F&J] = nlla[F([) - F&J] + O(n-1/2) 
= WV - GJfCNX% + (1 - WhW)l 
+ O(n-1/2), (5.16) 
where 0 E [0, 11, and by (2.5), (5.11) and (5.12), 
as n--+ co. (5.17) 
Consequently, by (5.14)-(5.17) and Slutsky’s theorem (viz., [3, p. 254]), (3.5) 
follows. Q.E.D. 
6. SOME EXTENSIONS AND APPLICATIONS 
We consider here the following problems for quantiles {Z,}, defmed by (2.6). 
(i) The Law of Iterated Logarithm for (Z,} for +-Mixing Processes. 
THEOREM 6.1. If (2.2), (2.5), (2.12) hold, and f’(x) is bounded in some 
neighborhood of I, then 
liT+yp n1j2(Zn - ()/[a(2 log log n)1/2] = 1 a.s., (6.1) 
1*+&r n1’2(Zn - Q/[u(2 log log n)li2] = -1 a.s. (6.2) 
Proof. By virtue of the assumed condition, (3.4) holds, so that as n -+ co, 
nllz(Z, - o/o = -@[F&) - p]/v + O(n-1/8 log n) a.s. (6.3) 
Hence, it suffices to show that for a stationary &mixing sequence {X,} of 
random variables, 
lirn~~p fP[F,(~) - p]/[v(2 log log n)1/2] = 1 a.s. (6.4) 
liF+inf nl’“[F,(Q - p]/[v(2 log log n)1/2] = -1 a.s. (6.5) 
Since F,(E) = n-l C,“=, c([ - X,), n > 1, involve summation over bounded 
(zero-one-valued) random variables, for which (2.1) holds, by Theorem 1.1 of 
Reznik [lo] (6.4) and (6.5) hold when (2.1) holds. Thus the theorem follows. 
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(ii) Two Functional Central Limit Theorems on Quantiles. 
Consider the space CIO, l] of all continuous functions on I = (t : 0 < t < I}, 
and associate with it the uniform topology 
P(X(.h Y(.N = s;:Ip I X(t) - WI? (6.6) 
where both X and Y belong to CIO, 11. Assuming (2.12), for every n( > l), define 
a process [YJt) : t E I] by 
Y,(O) = 0, Y,(k/n) = k[Z, - ~/(un’~“), k = l,..., n, (6.7) 
and by linear interpolation, let for t E [k/n, (k + 1)/n], 
Y,(t) = Y,(k/n) + (nt - k)[Y,(k + 1)/n) - Y,(k/n)], k = O,..., n - 1. (6.8) 
Then, we have the following. 
THEOREM 6.2. Under (2.2), (2.12) and boundedness off’(x) in some neighbor- 
hood of 5, as n -+ co, Y,, = [Y,(t) : t E I] converges weakly in the unifOrm 
topology on C[O, l] to a standard Brownian motion. 
Proof. On CIO, 11, we consider another sequence of processes 
W(t) : t Erl, n > 11, 
defined by 
Y:(O) = 0, Yz(k/n) = k[F,(t) -p]/(v#), k = l,..., n, (6.9) 
and for t E [k/n, (k + 1)/n], 
Y:(t) = Yz(k/n) + (nt - k)[Y,*((k + 1)/n) - Y,*(k/n)], k = O,..., n - 1. 
(6.10) 
Since the Fk involve zero-one-valued random variables which satisfy (2.1), the 
usual functional central limit theorem for $-mixing processes (viz., Theorem 20.1 
of [2]) holds, so that as n -+ 00, 
(6.11) 
where W = {W, : t E I} is a standard Brownian motion on I. We complete the 
proof of the theorem by showing that 
f(Y,(*), Y”,(-1) -L 0 as n-e co. (6.12) 
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To do so, we define for every positive integer k, 
k* = [I F-l(k-l-*)l + 1 F-l(l - k-l-“)11 + 1, 8 > 0. 
Consider then a sequence {k,} of positive integers, such that 
k,-+ co but n-112(k,k,*) --+ 0 as n+ co. 
Then, by (6.6), we have 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
P(Y?a(.)P Y,*(9) d o<y&lk I YnWl + o:y& - lkn I yn*(t)l 
+ ,-ay;<, I Y&> - yn*w, (6.15) 
“-- 1 
where by definition in (6.7)-(6.8), 
sup 
O<t<fl-'k 
n I Y&)I = $$ykn Cl v-k - tw~1’2> 
< Vv-1’24{l Xk,.k, - t I + I xk,,l - 5 I>, (6.16) 
where X,,, < ... < X,,, are the ordered values of (Xl ,..., X,), for k > 1. 
Now, noting that for n --+ co, n[l - F(X,,,)] has the simple exponential 
distribution on (0, co), we have 
p{t < &Jk, < F-‘(l - k?% 
= P(k,(l - p) > k,[l - F(Xk,.kn)l 2 kiB} 
- 1, as n--t 00, 
by (6.14). Similarly, 
(6.17) 
W-l(K1-S) d x&J < f} + 1 as n-b co. (6.18) 
Hence, by (6.14), (6.17) and (6.18), the right-hand side of (6.16) converges in 
probability to 0 as n -+ co. Also, by (6.11) and the tightness of W(viz., [2, p. 55]), 
as n--t co, (6.19) 
Finally, by (6.6), (6.7), (6.9) and (6.10), 
= kn%a,, @(‘k - b%f) - k[Fk(t) -$!/]/(m1’2)( (6.20) 
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Using then (3.4) for /? = l/4 and (6.14), the right-hand side of (6.20), for large 
n, becomes 
O([ki/E log kn]/n1’2) = o(n-li4 log n), as., (6.21) 
and hence, (6.12) follows from (6.15), (6.16), (6.18), (6.19) and (6.21). Q.E.D. 
Let us now define for x E C[O, l] and 0 < 6 < 1, 
C+(X) = sup{1 x(t) - x(s)1 : / t - s i < 6; t, s EI}. (6.22) 
Then, by (6.9), (6.10) and the proof of Theorem 20.1 of [2, p. 1751, it follows 
that for every E > 0 and 71 > 0, there exist a 6 > 0 and an n,, , such that for 
n 3 no, 
w@% > 4 (71. (6.23) 
Hence, by (6.12) and (6.23), 
w%(Y?J > 3E) -=c 2% for all n > no . (6.24) 
Thus, using the asymptotic normality of (n’l”(Z, - f)/g> [consequent of 
Theorem 6.21, (6.24) and Theorem 2 of [8], we conclude that if {NT} be a 
sequence of positive integer-valued random variables, such that as r --+ co, 
r-lN, ---f h , in probability, (6.25) 
where h is a positive random variable defined on the same probability space 
(Q, &, P), then as r -+ co, 
-W%‘2[Z~, - tW, - J-(0, I), (6.26) 
whenever (2.2) and (2.12) hold. This extends the asymptotic normality of 
sample quantiles for $-mixing processes when the sample size is itself a random 
variable. In fact, parallel to Theorem 20.3 of [2, p. 1801, we may, with the aid of 
(6.24), prove the following result as a direct extension of Theorem 6.2 to random 
sample sizes: 
Under (6.25) and the conditions of Theorem 6.2, YN, converges weakly in 
the unqorm topology on the C[O, l] p s ace to a standard Brownian motion. 
Let us now consider a second functional central limit theorem for a quantile 
process defined as follows. As before, the ordered random variables 
corresponding to (X1 ,..., X,) are denoted by X,,, < X,,, < .*. < X,,, . 
Let then 
Z,(k/(n + 1)) = n1/2[X,,I, -F-l(k/(n + l))], k = l,..., n, (6.27) 
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and we let Z,(O) = Z,(l) = 0. F ur th er, by linear interpolation, we define for 
t E [kl(n + I>, (k + 1)/b + 1)1, 
Zn(t) = Z&/(n + 1)) + [(a + 1>t - wx~ + 1)/b + 1)) - GMn + 1N1, 
(6.28) 
for k = O,..., n, and for every E : 0 < E < 1, let 
.znE = {2&(t) : E < t < 1 - E}. (6.29) 
Now, as in (2.7)-(2.9), we define for every s, t ~1, 
(6.30) 
where we note that A,,(+) < co => 1 v((s, t)l < cc for all s, t ~1. Finally, we 
strengthen (2.5) to 
f(F-l(t)) is finite, p OSI rve and absolutely continuous inside ‘t’
[c,l-•]forevery~:O<~<l, (6.31) 
and denote by 
u(s,t) = 4s, t)/[f(F-l(s))f(F-l(t))l, t, s E [E, 1 - l ]. (6.32) 
Let then, for every E : 0 < E < 1, 
26 = {Z(t) : E < t < 1 - c> (6.33) 
be a Gaussian random function on [e, 1 - E] such that EZ(t) = 0 and 
w7t) -%)I = 44 4 f or all t, s E [E, 1 - 61. Then, we have the following. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose (2.3) holds for k = 1, F is absolutely continuous and 
(6.31) holds. Then, f or every 0 < l < 1, Z,< converges weakly in the uniform 
topology o% C[E, I - c] to ZE. 
Proof. On C[O, 11, we define the empirical process V, = { Vn(t) : t E I} by 
Vm(t) = nl12[F,(F-l(t) - t], t EI. (6.34) 
Then, as an extension of Theorem 22.1 of [2, p. 1971, it has been shown in [12] 
that if A,(4) < co, then {V,) weakly converges to a Gaussian process 
Z* = {Z*(t) : t fI> where EZ*(t) = 0 and 
E[Z*(s) Z”(t)1 = v(s, t), for all s, t EI. (6.35) 
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This necessarily implies that for every E > 0 and 7 > 0, there exist a 
6 : 0 < 6 < 1, M,,(O < AZ, < CO) and an n,, , such that for n 3 no , 
Consequently, if we define another process rnE = {VJt) : E < t < 1 - E} by 
KG) = Imwf(~-‘(~))? c<t<1---E; O<E<l, (6.38) 
then, by (6.31), (6.36)-(6.38), it follows that for every E’ > 0 and 7 > 0, there 
exist positive 6’ : 0 < 6’ < 1, A??(0 < fi,, < co), and an n, , such that for 
n 3 no, 
q%QTzn’) > 4 -==l 7, (6.39) 
f? sup I RS)l > JTJ < 77, (6.40) 
&f<l--r 
where w$(x) refers to the modulus of continuity, defined as in (6.22), but on the 
interval [E, 1 - l ]. Also, by (6.34), (6.38), the convergence of V, to Z*, and the 
definition of .F, it follows that {pnE} weakly converges in the uniform topology 
on C[e, 1 - E] to 2’. Finally, repeating the proof of (3.4) as in (5.9)-(5.12), 
where in Lemma 4.3, we let s > 2, we obtain that for every 0 < E < 1, as 
n+ co, 
sup0 W[-&,k - Wk/(n + l)WP1(~l(~ + 1)) 
- [F#WI(n + 1)) - k/b + 1)11>1 : E< Pl(n + 1)l ,< 1 - 4 
< Cn-l/s log R, with probability > 1 - Can-*+l, (6.41) 
where both C and Ca are finite positive constants. Consequently, by (6.27), 
(6.28), (6.31), (6.34), (6.39) and (6.41), it follows that as n--f co, for every 
O<E<l, 
p(Z,‘, lq) P, 0. (6.42) 
Hence, the weak convergence of rflE to Zf implies the weak convergence of 
Z,,E to Z’, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark. For independent random variables, linear functions of order 
statistics are often used for the estimation of location and scale parameters. 
Also, the Winsorized and the trimmed means, proposed as robust estimators 
of location when there may be outliers in the sample observations, can be 
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expressed as linear combinations of order statistics. Theorem 6.2 provides us 
with the asymptotic distribution theory for such statistics, when independence 
is relaxed to our +-mixing condition. 
(iii) Quantiles for Multivariate Distributions. 
Suppose now we have a stationary +-mixing sequence {X, , - CQ < i < co} 
of stochastic vectors, where (2.1) holds, and Xi has a q-variate distribution 
F(x), x E RQ. Let E = (5, ,..., 5,)’ be a point in Ru, such that for the j-th variate 
of Xi (i.e., for Xij) 
P{X,j d 6j} =pj: 0 <pj < 1, j = l,..., 4. (6.43) 
We assume that in some neighborhood of I$, F(x) is strictly monotonic in each 
of its 4 coordinates and admits of a continuous density function f (x), such that 
0 <f(t) < NJ. 644) 
Also, let us define 
I&?) = {x : /I x - 5 11 < n+ log n}, (6.45) 
where 11 a jlrn = maxIGjGQ I a, I, and let F(g) = p, where we assume that 
0 < p < 1. Then, analogous to (3.2) and (3.3), we have the following. 
THEOREM 6.4. Under (2.2) and (64, as n + 01), 
sup(][F,(x) - F(x)] - [F,(S) - p]l : x E 1,(3/Q} = O(n-5/8 log n) (6.46) 
with probability one, while under (2.3) and (6&I), as n + a~, 
sup{l[~,(x) - WI - [F,(S) - $4 : x EL,(W)} = O(n-3’4 log 4, (6.47) 
with probability one, where 
F,(x) = cl[Number of Xi : Xij < xi , j = l,..., 4, for i = l,..., n]. (6.48) 
The proof follows along the same line as in Theorem 3.1, where instead of 
the (2b, + 1) grid points in (5.1), we need to take (2, + l)* points 7::; , for 
r = 0, &l,..., *b, and j = l,..., q. For brevity, the details are omitted. 
Let A,(y) be the (q - 1)-dimensional space characterized by x, < yJ for 
s=l ,..., q(#j), xj = yj , for j = l,..., q, and let 
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Further, let us denote by 
“j7cW = whc) j ‘.. j, (,,f(Y) dY1 ... e-1 dY,+1 “. dYa 9 (6.50) 
, 
for j, k = I,..., 4. Then, by using Theorem 6.4 and assuming that in some 
neighborhood of 5, / CQ(X)~, j, k = l,..., q are all bounded, we obtain by a few 
standard steps that as n + co, 
/ d/2 1 i (2;’ - fj) ai + [F,(S) - p]/l = O(n-0’2 log n), (6.51) 
3=1 
with probability one, where /3 = l/2 or l/4 according as (2.4) or (2.2) holds, 
and Zf’ is the sample $+quantile for the j-th variate, for j = l,..., q. 
Let us denote the empirical df for the j-th variate by 
F&X) = n-l i C(X - Xij), --Co < X < CO, for j = l,..., q. (6.52) 
i=l 
Let then t, = n1’2[(Fnl(t1) - pl),..., (~,&T,J -pa)]‘, v, = E(t,$,‘) and 
v = lim,,, v, ; by (2.2), v exists and has bounded elements. Then, under (2.2), 
using (3.4) for /3 = l/4, and the multivariate central limit theorem on t, , we 
obtain the following. 
THEOREM 6.5. Under (2.2) and (6.44) as n + CO, 
=+1’2[Z, - $I> - Jy;,(O, T), (6.53) 
where Z, = (Zf),..., Z;))‘, T = D-lv(D’)-l, D = diag(fr,l(~,),...,f[pl(~~a)), 
and f&&) is the marginal density of X, at & , for j = l,..., q. 
Finally, as a direct multivariate extension of (6.26), we have the following. 
THEOREM 6.6. Under (2.2), (6.25) and (6.44), as n -+ CO, 
-W?‘“[Z, - 51) + -40, V, (6.54) 
where Z, = Z, when N, = n, 5 = (5; ,..., &)’ and T is de$ned in Theorem 6.5. 
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